MATTHEW FLOYD – DICE CANYON
When I started brainstorming on ideas for the dice game, I wanted to focus on the following
problem statement:
Capturing something ordinary that we have to do in our lives with the randomness of dice
From this point, I came up with brainstorming ideas based on any kind of life activity…

Brainstorming Ideas
1. Traveling / going to work / trying to catch the shuttle on time (maybe different dice for
different kinds of weather); what happens overtime?
2. Every social interaction is a dice roll?
3. Cleaning up the house is die rolls
4. Something with movies - choose what movies to go to
5. Something with singing - track a music career
6. Working out = die rolling = keep rolling die to build up but the more you do, the easier it
is to hurt or tear something… you get different dice for all your muscle groups… you can
roll for each one… you get points for strength, but also for balance, evenness, tone (# of
reps)…
a. Would you roll dice for strength but also die for potential injury - how to track an
injury
b. Maybe at the end of each round you act out the person you created, with or
without injury
c. So it’s a party game made up for several rounds?
7. Something to do with love = you get different cards of different people based off of
specific traits and attributes, how you’re connected / proximity, and then you roll the
initial dice / if it works, you can keep going or stop, and this continues, over and over
and over again; if you push your luck, you could lose it and you’ve wasted your time?
8. Dice to do with psychology?
9. Dice to do with choosing a TV show to watch?
a. Each player puts down three (or five) of their favorite shows moving out the
center. Then each player needs to watch at least two of everyone else’s shows
(kind of like trivial pursuit, except the game changes with each player.)
b. The “expert” player for each show will ask trivia question moving through the
show to see if the person watching it is engaged and everything makes sense they write down questions on pieces of paper, making their own trivia.
c. This gives players the number of dice they can use to determine how many
episodes they were able to watch on a given day. You get weekend bonuses
because, obv, you can watch more TV over the weekend.
d. Maybe extra dice to determine how much life stuff (randomness) is happening to
each player. Roll two life dice on a weekday and one on the weekend
e. There has to be a bonus if you’re watching it with someone - maybe everyone
chooses the show they want to go to anonymously and if two people choose the
same show, they get an extra die and their turns are simultaneous cooperativeness.
f. Can you somehow match show to personality - maybe at the beginning of the
game, everyone writes down the stuff in TV shows that interests them?
10. Dice to do with cooking / learning to cook —> start off with easy recipes and you
gradually get harder. And as you progress, somehow the dice get easier. Mess up and
you wreck the food and also get mental hurt points. Make the most recipes in a set
amount of turns to win? Or maybe there is no winning?

11. Everyone is gunning for the same job position
a. Somehow use the dice to fight each other - simulating that the job stuff is
basically random - you get points (maybe it’s like an RPG where you get +# for
certain qualities and there are different jobs that befit other people more than
others, and you go through different cards of different jobs and you can choose
whether to spend your dice “betting” on this job; now it’s kind of like poker.
b. Even if everyone else bows out, the person in the lead still may not get the job.
What happens if you run out of dice?
c. Game is over once everyone has found a job - do people get to choose their
opening stats or positions or educational levels or portfolios? Do you literally
have to improv your way through an interview to get points or lose points?
12. Dice of Life. Go through life betting against death each time. Goal is to accumulate the
most happiness over the course of your life - but that’s so amorphous. Can it be like the
game of life but different? So now you’re rolling each time to progress through life…
maybe you want less dice because that makes you go slower and appreciate things and
get more happiness… but then there’s strategy because if you’re moving slower, you
could encounter more death events? maybe?
13. Dice with murder - somehow you’re being chased by the bad guy and you have to
escape by finding a way out of the evil house.
a. You can pick up stuff to fight the guy with. Kind of like Betrayal - the house is
dark so the board gets made as you run. On your turn, you can look around,
grab an object, or roll the dice.
b. The bad guy has way more powerful weapons then you, BUT if you work
together you can kill him.
c. OF COURSE, the house is also on fire (you don’t HAVE to kill the bad guy), you
can just escape him, but killing him eliminates a threat while you’re running
through the house.
14. Maybe that’s a better plot - you’re cooperative-gaming and you’re saving someone from
a monster-house. You can roll dice, but the LARGER the roll, the more monsters it might
wake up. Some monsters get to roll +/- dice, but there are some larger ones that can
roll 8-sided dies.
15. Something to do with bees - getting over anxiety - how does one get over anxiety? by
trying the thing - what does the dice do as you try it - has to be hardest the first time
a. Hmmm - getting over an anxiety game with dice - that’s the potential for bad
triggers tho
16. Drinking game dice. Determines if you drink alcohol or water with +/-. You want to
maintain a nice buzz for as long as possible (1 drink per hour), but as you go to higher
numbers, you become forced to roll more dice.
17. Seven Deadly Sins dice - circular board with each sin stationed around it - you roll
custom-made dice with sins on them (8-sided - would need a TON of dice for each one,
and with 2-3 different combos of each one) - maybe the goal is that there is a circle in
the middle that is “fun” - because deadly sins can indeed be “fun,” but in the circle, you
roll more dice…
a. Dice are 8-sided

b. Starts off with back-left-right-forward (2 each)
c. In circular circle, you have forward as 3, left/right as 2 each, and back as 1
d. In outer, you have forward as a 4, left/right as 1 each, and stop as 2
18. Dice with pets
19. Dice at a concert
20. Dice on planes - what do the dice do?
21. Rolling dice about going on the internet because of how easy it is to get lost on it what’s the goal? to find the thing you’re looking for? and you get pulled away in
different directions by ads/facebook/videos; what do the dice do?
22. Dice about learning a song for the first time - +/- dice going through a large song board
and thus you, knowing how many spaces you get to move, can move to the space you
want to. When you land on a particular space, you have to sing at least a snippet of the
song; if you sing the whole song you get bonus points.
a. There should be categories; different realms of the board (not trivial pursuitstyle but more in line with music genres and how they are connected); you need
to sing snippets from at least one song in each category to win. Of course, you
can stay in one section you’re really good at and get items (like ask a friend for
help, or choose your own maybe…) only problem is there are so many songs in
the world, how would you create a “board” that makes up enough?
23. Is there a way to use this board strategy for something else —> +/- moving you across a
realm so you can choose what direction you want to go and then you have to do stuff.
Are there items you have to collect from each section? Do you have to avoid the other
players? Is there a defense item you can grab
24. Dice about the color wheel - no idea how
25. Dice about traveling through New York - subway dice?
26. Dice about living with anxiety - you start off afraid to leave and then you gradually roll
dice to get out, but every so often you have to attempt an anxiety roll and if you fail it
then you can’t do the thing and if you REALLY fail it, then you backslide and can’t leave
again.
27. Dice about running from the cops / stealing things
28. Dice about eating food? - need to stay healthy but you also want to be happy?
29. Roll dice to jump? I’m losing it. My subconscious is goin’ to sleep
30. SLEEP DICE! Somehow you need to fall asleep and you roll dice to get sleep and if you
don’t get sleep, then you get more tired, and somehow this makes it easier to fall
asleep, initially, but then some stuff has to get in the way
31. Dice + NBA = roll +/- dice to move and you have 5 players each, standard center /
forward / etc.
a. I can use a board of squares for movement?
32. Dice + film production = how do you do this = roll dice from script —> storyboard —>
casting —> location —> production —> editing; would probably need to make a big long
board to show the progression and also different routes that you could take? Maybe
you can decide how long you want to take on a specific category
a. And you start off (each “player” with a team of pips - like visual story) who have
talents in different areas that you want to make the best of

b. Do you win? What is the winning state? If a team spends more time on the
script, that’s good, but then you have less time for production; if you rush
through the script, then there needs to be penalties in the production phase if
you don’t know your blocking, lines need to get rewritten; and then the cards
can say if you have a certain number of rolls/points in this area, you get exempt;
almost like insurance.
c. Then, depending on how much footage you take, that makes post-production
either a breeze, or horrible…
d. Huh - this would basically be “a game of life” but for film production. Need to
think about how the dice factor in. Do you get extra points for having Specials
on your team? Do the two teams have the same prompt that we’ve written
down
e. I’m thinking about our visual story stuff with the roles on it.
f. Maybe EVERYONE starts off as a writer and you can add people to your team.
Maybe you HAVE to have certain roles filled once production starts to actually
start, and if you spent the time to find more people (also in the pre-phase), then
production goes faster. BUT be careful - if you have too many cooks in the
kitchen, then there are also penalties
g. Okay - so this film one could work but it’s almost more story than dice
33. One kind of dice for love
34. Traveling through a strange land + dice
35. Death dice - good place? you roll dice on good deeds and also bad ones… you get
cards… you decide initially how many dice you want to place on it? so you have the
good place points you want to earn and also abilities for doing so…
a. So, you have the dice through life, death dice wherein if you die, your points get
tallied up, and the cards where you have the option of doing something good for
someone else, which means not getting the chance to better yourself, get a
partner (you need a specific number of points/dice to be able to do so)
b. Basically Game of Life but with lots of dice - dice for moving forward (which you
can choose); at the end of each turn, you can choose to better yourself, mess up
your opponent, or do a good deed; but also those two are not mutually
exclusive; doing a good deed can in turn better yourself, and bettering yourself
can turn into a good deed. Messing up your opponent can better yourself (give
you a short boost for the next turn or so if you mess them up well enough), but
you get negative GP points for doing it.
c. Oh, you also have the death dice, because you can’t cheat death (I’m guessing
that better yourself can give you a better way to combat death, and other
players can choose to help you fight Death, and maybe good deeds give you a
bonus too?)
d. Death dice - when do they show up? - is it a space, is it random? - death dice
corresponds to your age; if you’re below 30, it’s one dice, if you’re 30-45, it’s
two, if you’re 45-60, it’s three, and so on and so forth.
e. Moving forward dice - moving forward through life; can choose

f. There also have to be disease cards like cancer and stuff that give death bonus
dice
g. Maybe there are risk spaces - they can hurt you but also help you and you need
to know the odds?
h. So:
i. Death dice - Death gets to roll them, corresponds to age unless there is a
disease or accident bonus
ii. Life dice - How you choose to move forward; you can choose what die to
roll
iii. You dice - This is how you better yourself?
iv. Good place dice - this is your score; added up at the end
i. This might be too complicated maybe?
36. Dice + songwriting = how? don’t know
37. Dice + disease?
38. Dice + talking = talking = sharing… what do the dice make you do… it’s what you have to
do a certain number of… if you pull it off then you get the points… so there can be cards
(think cranium) where you have to sing, or answer trivia questions, or do word stuff, or
draw pictures, or tell jokes, or create a mini-story maybe, etc. etc. oooohhh this could
be a fun party game
a. Should there be a board or just cards? a board where you go around a circle and
there are different colored squares? one main dice that you use to roll and the
extra dice that you have to do whatever of. As you go through different areas,
the number of dice that you roll increases, meaning you could in theory have to
do more… should it go from 4 to 6 to 8 to 12, or multiple dice… where could
multiple dice come in?
b. Could you choose to do multiple dice and that’s how you gain a turn (of course,
fail, and you don’t get anything) - maybe multiple dice gets you an item from the
pile, which could indeed be a free turn or making your opponents do Defend
cards where they have to do something and if they mess up they go BACK a
number of spaces (lose points), or Challenge cards where you Duel an opponent
(or multiple) to see how many of the stuff you can get, winner wins the
Challenge and gets extra points. Remember, it’s not about getting to the end,
it’s getting the most points in a set amount of turns, that you get to choose at
the beginning - 10, 15, 20. Jeez I’m making mario party again.
c. Need to be some blank spaces that don’t do anything, which suck because then
you don’t get points.
d. Okay, so there are multicolored spaces of categories (trivia, word stuff or
puzzles, singing, charades, jokes, drawing, storytelling, math, memory?). You go
around on a board that has junctions and shortcuts with different “areas” of
designated dice that you have to roll. If you land on a colored space, you have to
Cranium it and roll that number of dice to get points for that number (all or
nothing).
e. On certain spaces, you can choose to roll multiple dice (somehow you need to
have unlocked this ability - maybe after you reach a certain number of points)

f.

g.

h.
i.

j.
k.

which can grant you Attack/Defend cards, Gain a Turn cards, and Challenge
cards. There will also be spaces that initiate Challenges (or at least give you
cards) anyway (to get the others, you need to earn them). With 3 turns left,
person in last place gets a free Challenge card. Bonus points added out at the
end for the person who won the most Challenges (so it makes players want the
Challenge cards). Is there an equivalent for longest road? Highest number of
“whatever” answered - which encourages you to go high.
Can you make spaces YOU spaces with certain Cards, and then if players land on
them, you can make them do stuff and if they lose, you STEAL their points.
Again, these are YOU Cards that you can place on the board. For these events,
you get to choose the category, but of course they get to roll the dice.
Should there be a thing where you have to go into the center of the board to sell
your Points for Victory Points or something (or too much?) - like Coins and Stars?
Maybe not, because you can go risky and head for the 12 area to try to get
points quickly…
Bonuses: Most Challenges, Most Cards, Highest
Stuff You Do:
i. Jokes: Tell X number of Jokes in how many minutes (roll Fate dice; 1 or
2?)
ii. Charades: Do X number of Charades correctly (maybe you’re on teams;
there we go, that’s how it goes faster); teams of at least 2 (so minimum
of 4 players)
iii. Drawing: Together, you need to Draw X number of things in so many
seconds (roll two d6’s for the time and multiply by 10; so max is two
minutes but most likely 70 seconds) - maybe it should be three d6’s
iv. Remember, all the cards need to be categories; honor system applies to
whether or not an object fits the category; can be challenged by other
team)
v. Storytelling: do the improv thing where you create a beginning, middle,
and end
The highest you can go is 24 (two 12’s), which seems fair.
Bonus Time Cards

At the end of this brainstorming, the ideas that I considered trying to make were:
• Idea #6: Working out = die rolling
• Idea #9: Dice + choosing a TV show to watch
• Idea #32: Dice + film production
• Idea #38: Dice + talking + activities + categories
I actually then further developed both Idea #6 and Idea #38. Of all of these ideas, Idea #6 was
the easiest to iterate on and to playtest, so it was one that got the most attention and the most
development into what it is now:

Working Out
You and your opponent each have “Hangman”-style stick figures on a piece of paper. These
figures’ bodies are made up of 12 segments:
1. For each segment, you need to roll 6 dice to add Strength Points to that segment.
2. Players alternate turns
3. If on a given turn, a player goes over 30 on a given segment, the Strength Points on that
segment are crossed off.
4. Players can decide whether to roll on a given segment, or pass their turn.
5. Where the “Blackjack” element comes is having players get to decide whether to stick
with a given score on a segment or go for higher.
6. When players are done taking turns, the player with the highest total number wins.

Playtest #1
Playtester: Tara Molesworth
Time: February 2, 2019
3:35pm
Let’s just say that Tara was nice enough to give me a “2” rating for this playtest. During the
playtest, there were lots of deadened silences and very little laughter or positive emotions. The
basic premise of “Look, we’re rolling dice and I hope I don’t tear my left hamstring” was
humorous enough for an inherent interest, but it didn’t last very long.
The initial set-up of rolling dice to give ourselves a starting score from 0 was, well, boring, and
though there was some minor thought process after that, it didn’t save the interest curve
much. Furthermore, the scoring was confusing. We didn’t even end up adding up our point
values in the end. We just knew that the one who didn’t tear a muscle won.
She correctly pointed out that:
• The set-up needs to be faster
• Roll less dice
Both of these points became significant in later iterations of the game.
Playtest #2
Playtester: Derrick Pemberton
Time: February 2, 2019
4:00 pm
For this next playtest, I cut down the number of Strength Segments from 12 to 6. This way, I
felt, the initial setup would go faster. I wanted to try and keep the initial set-up because I felt
like it parodied how our bodies are initially set up differently based on randomness. I also
changed the endgame scoring from adding up a person’s entire score to having a player “win a
muscle group” by having a higher score in it.
So, if you scored higher on the Arm Segment, you got +1 Points. If you tore a muscle, you got -1
points. And that was more or less it. Again, I scored a 4 and Derrick scored a 1 because he tore
his abs – again, the person tearing the muscle losing.
This new setup indeed made things get to the decision-making faster, but it still felt blander
than it could have been.
Derrick had the following suggestions:

•
•
•
•

Make the beginning faster; all at once
Have 3 or 5 sets of this kind of play
Maybe cut the muscle groups from 6 to 5
Ask the question of “what muscles are easier to tear?” and base the number of dice on
this question.
o 6 dice for the core
o 1 die for the neck
o Arms are 2 dice?

From here, I wanted to implement Tara’s idea of the set-up being faster, along with having
different muscle groups to roll dice for, keeping 6 as the highest number of dice in the game,
and the rest being lower, in intervals of 2, touching on Tara’s comment to try and roll less dice.
Of the 10 major muscle groups in the human body, I chose to focus on the six that are in the
front, for aesthetic purposes. I stuck with 6 because I wanted to see if weighting the muscle
groups worked before I cut down on the number of muscle groups. These groups that I came
up with were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Quads – strongest muscle
Chest – a very strong muscle
Shoulders
Abs/Core
Biceps/Triceps/Forearms (Arms) – weaker muscles
Calves – weaker muscles

So, I decided to give the stronger groups 6 dice, the weaker groups 2 dice, and the middle
groups 4 dice.
Then, in between Playtests #2 and #3, I came up with the following notes. I went to the
website AnyDice to run probability analyses on the medians and ranges for different numbers
of dice. For the amount of strength that needed to be added to subsequent groups, I tried to
have the maximum number be the median of the number of dice + one standard deviation
away:
1. Shoulders (4), chest (6), abs (4), quads (6), arms (2), lower legs (2)
o Can you choose to roll 2 or 4 for shoulders, chest, abs, quads?
o Maybe there are a set number of turns in this thing? 10? (You don’t have to use
all of them)
2. Chest/Quads - max 60 (start at 12) - probability of two rolls is 42 with std of 5.92,
median one roll is 21, means you’re likely to be 27 below the limit after one roll for
these —> start at 18
3. Shoulders/abs - max 40 (start at 8) - probability of two rolls is 28 with std of 4.83,
median one roll is 14, means you’re likely to be 18 below the limit after one roll for

these - kind of feel like it can start at 10 - test next - I think it should start at 12 —> start
at 12
4. Arms/Calves - max 20 (start at 4) - probability of two rolls is 14 with std of 3.42, median
of one roll is 7, means you’re likely to be nine below the limit after one roll for these kind of feel like it should start at 6 —> start at 6
5. Maybe just start w/ 3 dice (or 2 or 1) - maybe you can choose to take that number for all
your muscle groups or roll again (up to the full 6 times) (two dice if we’re doing number
for all the groups) - maybe cut this and do the original - or you get to roll d8’s to start? can you roll a d20 at the beginning and you distribute your “stats” however you please
among the 6 groups, in addition to the starting values of 4, 8, and 12.
6. You must write down the group your rolling for before you roll it (therefore, you can lie
to your opponent)
7. Okay, so you have:
o Chest/quads start at 12, max 48 (should it be 60?)
o Shoulders/abs start at 8, max 32 (should it be 40?)
o Arms/calves start at 4, max 16 (should it be 20?)
o Then you have the d20 to add stuff to at the beginning
8. If we cut out the lying mechanism, the person who rolls the higher d20 goes first (which
is actually a disadvantage)
9. Maybe you /can/ go over, but if you do, you have to roll a d20 and you have to beat a 10
plus whatever amount you’ve gone over by to make sure you don’t injure yourself
10. I think the number of turns should still be ten (remember, you don’t have to use them)
11. You each have your player sheets separated by a board or something and you can say
“what are you working on?” - and the player can say “I’m working on my blank” and you
can try to trick your opponent into working on other groups. If opponent says “SHOW
ME” then you must work on the group you said you would. You can each say “Show
Me” once per round.
o How do I get the lying mechanism in the game and avoid cheating?
12. If you go over, you lose a point. You gain points if you are in the lead of a given muscle
group. Should points be cumulative and first to ten points wins? If there’s a tie (at the
end), you keep rolling
From here, I developed a new ruleset to use for further playtests:

Working Out (Show Me) Game Rules
In this game, you and your opponent have challenged each other to a workout competition.
The goal of the game is to build strength in six of the major muscle groups of the human body,
without injuring yourself. Players alternate turns rolling dice to build up strength in the groups.

Each muscle group corresponds to a number, which designates the maximum number of dice
(in intervals of 2) that a player can roll for that muscle group. So, for instance, if you are
rolling to build up strength in your Quads (6), you can roll either 2, 4, or 6 d6 dice to build up
strength. For your arms (2), you must roll 2 dice each time.
Each group also has a maximum strength count as well, meaning that it is dangerous to
accumulate strength higher than this number due to risk of injury.
To begin the game, the muscle groups have a designated starting number at which the
minimum strength begins. Then, each player rolls a d20. Players are allowed to take whatever
number they get and add it to their starting numbers as they see fit. So, if you roll a 12, you
can put all twelve of your initial strength points into your chest, divide this 12 evenly across all

six groups, or mix and match as you want. The player who got the higher number on this d20
roll goes first once the full strength-rolling portion of the game begins.
The groups are as follows:
1. Shoulders
a. Starting Number: 12
b. Maximum Dice: 4
c. Maximum Strength: 40
2. Arms
a. Starting Number: 6
b. Maximum Dice: 2
c. Maximum Strength: 40
3. Chest
a. Starting Number: 18
b. Maximum Dice: 6
c. Maximum Strength: 60
4. Abs/Core
a. Starting Number: 12
b. Maximum Dice: 4
c. Maximum Strength: 40
5. Quads
a. Starting Number: 18
b. Maximum Dice: 6
c. Maximum Strength: 60
6. Lower Legs/Calves
a. Starting Number: 6
b. Maximum Dice: 2
c. Maximum Strength: 20
Once play begins, each player has 10 turns to roll dice and add points to their muscle groups.
You do not have to use all 10 turns if you do not want to.
If at a given turn, your accumulated strength in a muscle group goes higher than its Maximum
Strength Number, you must roll another d20. You must roll equal to or higher than a (10 + The
Difference Between Your Current Strength and Maximum Strength) to stay safe. If you do,
great for you – you ignored your body, went over, and you’re still ok and feeling good. If not,
then you tear that muscle group. So, for instance, if on your roll for your Chest, you hit 64, you
must roll a 14 on the d20 roll in order to avoid injury.
At the end of each round, points are tallied and each player is awarded a Victory Point based on
whether or not their score is higher in a given muscle group. So, six Victory Points are handed

out in total each round. If you tore a muscle group, then you lose a Victory Point. Subsequent
rounds continue – the first player to 10 Victory Points wins.
Additional Rules I’m Tinkering With
1. Should the workouts/score continue into subsequent rounds  so, for instance, in
Round 2, your maximum strength goes up for each group (which makes sense; as you
get stronger, if you pace yourself, you can accumulate more strength). So, let’s see the
(2) groups go up to 30, the (4) groups go up to 60, and the (6) groups go up to 90. Then,
in Round 3, these move up to 40, 80, and 120. Do you think this is better than resetting
each round?
a. If you’re doing “rounds” and accumulating Victory Points, maybe you are a
trainer coaching multiple people. If you do the “rounds build on each other”
mode, then you’re the working-out gym-person him/herself
2. A mechanic I’m tinkering with: Not being able to see your opponent’s board. So, you
each take turns, and you can ask your opponent “What group are you working on?” and
they can say “My abs.” But this could be a lie. They could roll 4 dice and put them on
their core instead. Now, the opponent thinks “oh, man, my opponent is getting a strong
core, I better work on mine too.”
a. Each player, in each round, gets one chance to say “Show Me.” If you get called
out, you MUST roll the dice on the group that you said you were going to work
out. So, say, your abs are at 34, but you’re trying to trick your opponent by
saying you’re rolling on your abs again and they say “show me.” Now, for
however many dice you’re holding, you MUST roll on your abs, putting you at
risk of going over the limit.
These two rules I think are mutually exclusive…

Playtest #3
Playtesters: Tara Molesworth, Akash Phadtare
Time: February 5, 2019
9:20am
We played two separate games with the same ruleset, with boards being drawn each time.
Some of the rules were a lot to follow, and there were moments when my playtesters forgot
about the “intervals of 2” rule, choosing instead to roll 5 dice on a 6-dice group, etc.
The interest curve was steadier this time, with us all making decisions on what groups to roll
for. However, the confusion over the numbers and the scoring was getting in the way.
Primary advice consisted of:
• So many rules
• There are a lot of numbers to keep track of
o Maybe you could write them on the board at the start
• Encourage knowing opponents’ score
• How to keep turn?
It was also pointed out at this point that I should try to keep the game to 2 people, because of
how slow the math was and the aspect of writing down scores on the board itself. At this point,
Tara had given the game in its latest phase a generous 4, Derrick had given it a 3, and Akash
gave it a 4.
Playtest #4
Playtester: Victoria Yom
Time: February 5, 2019
2:00pm
For this next iteration, I had the rules written on board, and we used a d20 die (borrowed from
Tara) to keep turn. Though Victoria found the aspect of drawing on the body image amusing,
and appreciated some of the strategy, some of the rules were still confusing. She wasn’t aware
of the fact that she was allowed to roll as many dice as she wanted to in intervals of 2, and
keeping turn with the d20 was a bit clunky. Especially, Victoria said that the math was
annoying.
Jesse later pointed out that the solution to all these math issues was to cut the math in half. I
had been working with all even numbers and the assumption that the joys of rolling 6 dice
trumped the frustration to doing math. But this point was correct (seen in later playtests). He
also suggested trying out using tokens to keep score, and maybe even muscle pieces that you

could put onto the board as your muscles grow. In the interim, he let me borrow tokens from
LCR Dice to test with. Thank you!
Playtest #5
Playtesters: Adela Kapuscinska, Kai Kuehner
Time: February 9, 2019
4:15pm
For this test, I cut the math in half and also added tokens to be used to mark scores, with both
yellow tokens from LCR and pennies acting as +1 and quarters and other silver coins acting as
+5 on the board. I also removed the rule of being able to choose how many dice you could roll.
This ended up being the first test I ended up just watching and not playing. Well, cutting the
math in half indeed helped, but the tokens actually made things more confusing and playtesters
resisted them, choosing instead to write their scores and erase them on pieces of paper.
Also, people pointed out that the numbers drawn on the board were confusing. “They are the
number of dice you can roll? Why are they not the starting numbers? And why are there
starting numbers? Why doesn’t it just start at 0?” Starting the game off with the d20 roll was
also confusing, as it made it feel like you could distribute your roll across different groups
throughout the game, even though that isn’t the case. The primary concerns I had while
watching the playtest were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The board needs to be bigger if we're putting tokens on it
Need double the tokens I have (and different tokens for 5s and maybe 10s)
People were confused by the number of groups (do “Shoulders/Abs” written on the
board mean that it’s 1 group even though it’s 2 groups?)
o Need to separate instructions
Mark off each group as the title of the group
Confusion of distribution once the gameplay switches from the d20 to the d6’s
Numbers on the body itself maybe shouldn't be the roll numbers
The tokens ended up being more confusing, with everyone losing track of their scores at
some point.
People didn’t like being forced to roll a certain kind of die, feeling that they didn’t have a
choice
Most people are done by turn 6/7. Which means that that should be the number of
turns, which then forces you to roll smaller dice and be conservative or go big and try
more.

At the end of the playtest, the primary feedback was that it didn’t feel like there were enough
strategic decisions to make for the players. Especially at the end, Kai felt that he had to either

just sacrifice a muscle group because he had maxed out, or do nothing, and either way wasn’t
fun.
Both playtesters liked the wacky premise of the game, and made the following suggestions:
• Make ridiculous visuals
• A way to have a rolling total that both players can both look at
• Cant even tell who is winning - numbers would be helpful
• Do you get bonus points for maxing out?
• What is the second strategic choice?
• Lean into wacky visuals
• Maybe have different types of characters because different types of bodybuilders have
different makeups
• Maybe make these characters aliens (they liked the genderless weird alien body of the
board)
• Maybe don't sinc up to human physiology
• Have different courses for aliens and squid monsters to go through
From here on out, I knew that I needed to incorporate the aspect of having multiple characters
to choose from, each with different kinds of physiology makeups. I agreed with the idea of
making these characters alien and wacky. I also started to think about how to provide
“different courses” for these aliens to go through in order to keep everything fair for different
body types. It couldn’t be the simple highest-number-in-a-group scoring system if the
characters’ had differently weighted muscle groups.
I especially liked this idea because, from the beginning, I had been struggling with finding a way
to illustrate how our bodies are different. I had tried to do this with the starting d6 rolls and
then later the d20 rolls, but this startup was proven to be either too long/boring, or too
confusing with regards to the rest of the game.
Honestly, you could also cheat the starting system by maxing out your Calves or Arms if you got
enough points on the starting roll. So, if you got to choose your character from the start, that
would substitute this mechanism and then I could eliminate entirely and just have all the
groups start from 0, as they should from a gameplay perspective. Starting a counter with 0 is
just more inherently understandable to everyone.
Now, I started to think about ways to remake the scoring structure and win condition in order
to incorporate more potential characters. The first idea I came up with was:
• Make scoring the difference between your Max and your number. 120 is the highest
score you can have, otherwise the difference is subtracted. If you go over and survive,
you get bonus points if you beat the d20. Otherwise you get a -10 penalty to your total.

Playtest #6
Playtester: Me
Time: February 10, 2019
5:45pm
I tested this new idea for scoring, and also the prospect of reducing the number of turns to 6
separately using the old system. Reducing the number of turns kind of worked, as it gave you
reason to have to roll more dice, but this still felt like you were being forced into doing so.
The new scoring method, actually, was a step in the wrong direction. Playing without worrying
about your opponent’s score and having cumulative weight made it feel like the first two
Playtests, where the rolls felt even more bland. There needs to be some sort of weighted
metric for the numbers.
I’d actually like to credit Dan Saad here. Though he didn’t playtest my game, I tested his, and
he had a mechanic where you rolled dice in order to collect cards that are randomly placed into
the middle of the board for communal use, and then when one person collect the cards, a new
card is put in its place, and play continues.
This got me thinking about somehow using Cards in the gameplay that players need to build up
Strength to get.
And then I realized that these cards could be designated Training Cards that different
characters need to undergo. One alien can be training his arms different from another. This
could be the “different courses that the aliens have to go through.”
From here, I thought about adding Boost Cards that you also could roll for (basically powerups), giving the play a second kind of strategic element. In-theme, I figured that rolling for
power-ups would be the equivalent of boosting your Brain in order to figure out new solutions
to things.
In Playtest #5, it was also pointed out that there should be a bonus for maxing out. From here, I
decided to try having Bonus Cards given out at the end of play for players who came close to
going but didn’t, for those that survived the most d20 rolls, etc.
As I was designing the Training Cards, I decided to split the higher number into two: having a
Developed Strength Number and a Maximum Strength Number, with the Developed Number
being the one you have to aim for and the Maximum Number the one you shouldn’t be going
for, figuring that trainers know your limits and don’t want you to injure yourself, so that there
can be some leeway.
I figured make the distance between these numbers the number of dice being rolled for the
given group times two, so that all the groups have the same kind of deviation between them.

Lastly, I decided to not worry about tokens anymore, and just make Scrabble-esque scorecards
for players to keep track of everything. While this accounting system isn’t super fancy or intheme, I always felt like it worked for Scrabble, and it allows people an easier way to do the
math rather than writing it on the board. Also, cutting the math in two did seem to help in
Playtest #5.
Now, it was time to make the aliens:
My goal was to have a balance between the numbers distributed on the groups, having some
balanced characters and some characters who have the potential for more strength in more
localized muscle groups.
Types of Aliens
2-2-2-2-2-2 (Balanced)
1-1-1-1-2-6 (Heavy)
1-1-2-2-3-3 (Original)
1-1-1-3-3-3 (Off-Balance)
1-1-1-2-3-4 (Light Heavy)
1-1-1-1-4-4 (Medium Heavy)
1-2-2-2-2-3 (Off-Balance 2)
1-1-2-2-2-4 (Off-Balance 3)

Alien Muscle Training
In this game, you and your opponent will choose from a selection of alien characters to play as.
You will then undergo muscle strength training programs. Each alien has muscle that
correspond to six of the major muscle groups of the human body. Though, because the
characters are aliens, their anatomies range very differently. Players alternate turns rolling dice
to build up strength in the groups.
The game comes with the following:
• 8 Alien Characters
• 20 Strength Sheets
• 34 Training Cards
• 8 Boost Cards
• 5 Bonus Cards
• 12 Red d6 Dice
• 2 d20 Dice
An example alien character is the following:

Each muscle group corresponds to a number, which designates the maximum number of dice
that a player can roll for that muscle group. So, for instance, if you have chosen Stanley as
your character are rolling to build up strength in his Chest (3), you can roll either 1, 2, or 3 dice
in order to do so. If you are rolling for his Abs (1), you must roll 1 die.
Each muscle group also has a
• Half strength count - The desired number in which your trainer has deemed your
muscles to be half-developed. For Stanley’s Chest, this would be a 15.
• Developed strength count – The desired number in which your trainer has deemed your
muscles to be fully developed. For Stanley’s Chest, this would be a 30.
• Maximum strength count – This is as high as your muscle strength should go. To
accumulate strength higher than this number risks injury. For Stanley’s Chest, this
number is 36.
There are 8 total alien characters in the game, each with a variety of values for their muscle
groups
• Phanty – A balanced ghostlike alien
• Kroply – A chest-heavy character (he has the highest dice in the game)
• Marty – An alien who closely mirrors that of humans
• Ohm – A quadrupedal animalistic alien who has high potential for his Shoulders and
Quads.
• Stanley – A happy demon alien who is all Upper Body.
• Alarriah – A fairly well-balanced goddess
• Tyrus – An alien bearing close genetic resemblance to a T-Rex. Strong in the Quads.
• Lady Squidley – A fishlike alien who is also decently balanced.
To begin play, take 3 of the Training Cards and put them face-up in the middle of the playing
area. These are now the designated workouts that the trainer has tasked your characters to
perform. Players can roll dice in an attempt to collect these cards, each with varying point
totals.
• Single Muscle Group , Half Developed – Develop a single muscle group to its halfway
point. Worth 1 pt.
• Single Muscle Group , Fully Developed – Develop a single muscle group to its fully
developed point. Worth 2 pts.
• Two Muscle Groups, Half Developed – Develop two muscle groups to their half
developed points. Worth 2 pts.
• Two Muscle Groups, Fully Developed – Develop two muscle groups to their fully
developed points. Worth 4 pts.
• Three Muscle Groups, Half Developed – Develop three muscle groups to their half
developed points. Worth 3 pts.

•
•

Three Muscle Groups, Fully Developed – Develop three muscle groups to their fully
developed points. Worth 6 pts.
Balance – A special card. You must develop all muscle groups to within X amount of
their halfway points. So, if your group has a designated 3, you must be within + or – 3 of
that group’s halfway point. If it’s a designated 4, then it is + or – 4. And so on. Worth
10 pts.

Choose wisely of course, because once you develop a muscle group, you can’t un-develop it. So
keep in mind when you’re choosing whether or not to jump for the fully developed cards or
wait and collect more halfway developed cards.
If at a given turn, your accumulated strength in a muscle group goes higher than its Maximum
Strength Number, you must roll a d20. You must roll equal to or higher than an a Safety
Number, wherein:
Safety Number = 10 + The Difference Between Your Current Strength and Maximum Strength
If you hit this Safety Number, then you stay safe. If you do, great. You pushed past your body’s
limits, and you’re still ok and feeling good. If not, then you tear that muscle group. So, for
instance, if on your roll for your Chest, you hit 64, you must roll a 14 on the d20 roll in order to
avoid injury.
If you tear a muscle group, you lose 2 points. PLUS, any and all Training Cards that feature
said muscle group must be discarded. So, if you tear your Shoulders and you are holding an
Upper Body Halfway Point card (which features the Shoulders, Arms, and Chest), you must
discard it.
There is also an additional feature:
You can, on a given turn, choose to roll a d20 for your brain instead of your muscles. If you
reach a 15, then your intelligence is boosted and you can pick up a Bonus Card from its facedown pile. Once you reach the 15, the number resets and you must start from 0 to obtain your
next Boost. These cards include:
• Protein Drink – Max out a muscle group
• Kneecap – Injure an opponent’s muscle group
• Protective Gear – Protect a muscle group of your choice
• Extra Time – Gain a turn
• Self-Care – You may change 1 die on a given roll
• Brain Boost – In the future, you only have to get to 10 to get future brain boosts.
• Try Again – Reroll your dice if you want.
• Trainer’s Memory – Jumble the trainer’s memory and swap a Training Card with your
opponent (randomly selected by having your opponent hold their cards face-down and
then you choose).

At the end of the designated turn amount (10, 15, or 20), points are added up to declare the
winner. In addition, there are Bonus Cards that get added out at the end of play:
• Living Dangerous – Came the closest to a group’s Max Number but didn’t go over.
• Survived – To the person who survived the most d20 rolls even though you went over
• Smartest – Most brain boosts collected
• Hardest Program – Person who collected the hardest program (a.k.a. the one worth the
most points)
• Most Programs – Person who collected the most programs (a.k.a. most cards at the end
of game)
The person with the most points wins. Have fun!

Playtest #7
Playtesters: Tara Molesworth, Erik Shepherd
Time: February 11, 2019
7:15pm
With the new rules in place, I learned a new thing: this game now works with more than two
people. There were visceral reactions in almost tearing muscle groups, strategy of trying to
undercut players in the lead, and much more laughter. We kind of forgot about the Brain
Boosts, but other than that, it worked.
Responses were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Didn’t get the bonuses at the end at first, but I understood them instrinsically. Like
Mario Party.
The turns moved quickly. Good pacing
This could work with 4 or 5 players
Would like a minimal reading on how to use my character
Liked the theme of working out
Wish there was a way to restore torn muscles (maybe roll a d20)

Also, I was debating limiting the number of aliens from 8 to 4, as preliminary feedback was that
Kroply, Tyrus, Lady Squidley, and Stanley were the strongest and most diverse characters. But
in these characters, Phanty and Ohm got the strongest positive reaction, so I decided to stick
with what I had.
Playtest #8
Playtesters: Me
Time: February 11, 2019
11:30pm
I tested out a new mechanic of being able to restore muscles. I tried having players roll a d10
instead of a d20, simulating the restoring torn muscles is harder than averting injury in the first
place. I later decided to stack additional onto this restoration, but the process did get pretty
long and dragged out. In the final ruleset, you roll dice based upon the type of muscle group
you tore.
I also eliminated a mechanic I was toying with regards to being able to Swap Training Cards out
at will, so I turned this into a Boost Card. Now with Restoration in place, I added a Boost Card
to immediately restore a muscle.

I tried toying with different kinds of turn games. 10-turn games seem to go along swimmingly,
if almost too short, with little time to accumulate a use boosts. 15-turn games had a good use
of boosts, but by 20 turn games, some players (I played myself as two characters – Kroply and
Tyrus) had maxed out and were just rolling for Boosts to waste time.
So, I tried to correct this by adding a new card wherein you get to reduce a muscle group to its
halfway point in order to redo some Training Cards.
This leaves me with my final ruleset:

Alien Muscle Training
In this game, you and your opponent will choose from a selection of alien characters to play as.
You will then undergo muscle strength training programs. Each alien has muscle that
correspond to six of the major muscle groups of the human body. Though, because the
characters are aliens, their anatomies range very differently. Players alternate turns rolling dice
to build up strength in the groups.
The game comes with the following:
• 8 Alien Characters
• 20 Strength Sheets
• 36 Training Cards
• 12 Boost Cards
• 6 Bonus Cards
• 12 Red d6 Dice, 12 White d6 Dice
• 2 Small Red “Injury Dice” (1 d10 + d20)
• 1 Large Blue d20
• 2 Red Injury Pens + 1 Regular Pencil
An example alien character is the following:

Introduction:
Standard Time: 45 minutes (for a 10 turn game)
Players: 2-4 players
There are six different groups: Shoulders, Arms, Chest, Abs, Quads, and Lower Legs, for each
character. Each muscle group corresponds to a number on the respective character sheet (the
numbered lines that connect segments of the physiology signify that this is a unified group).
This number designates the number of dice that a player must roll for that muscle group. So,
for instance, if you have chosen Stanley (above) as your character and are rolling to build up
strength in his Chest (3), you must roll 3 dice in order to do so. If you are rolling for his Abs (1),
you must roll 1 die.
Each muscle group also has a
• Half strength number - The desired number in which your trainer has deemed your
muscles to be half-developed. For Stanley’s Chest, this would be a 15.
• Developed strength number – The desired number in which your trainer has deemed
your muscles to be fully developed. For Stanley’s Chest, this would be a 30.
• Maximum strength number – This is as high as your muscle strength should go. To
accumulate strength higher than this number risks injury. For Stanley’s Chest, this
number is 36.
o When you are rolling to build up strength, you will often be tasked to reach the
Developed strength number in order to earn points (see below), but to go above
the Maximum strength number is dangerous. There is room in between these
two numbers for you to play with.
Characters:
There are 8 total alien characters in the game, each with a variety of values for their muscle
groups
• Phanty – An ethereal, ghostlike alien. With the same dice number (2) for each muscle
group, Phanty is the most balanced character in the game.
• Kroply – A creature descended from the crustacean family. He is a chest-heavy
character (his chest has the highest dice number (6) in the game), but light in almost
every other group.
• Marty – A humanoidal alien who bears the closest resemblance to human physiology.
He has a moderate level of balance, with two each of 1’s, 2’s, and 3’s.
• Ohm – A quadrupedal animalistic alien who is very heavy in the Shoulders (4) and Quads
(4). However, Ohm’s other groups are all 1’s, so choose wisely.
• Stanley – A happy demon alien who is all Upper Body, all composed of 3’s, whereas his
lower body is all 1’s.
• Alarriah – A fairly well-balanced goddess alien who features 1’s, 2’s, 3’s, and 4’s in her
arsenal.

•
•

Tyrus – An alien bearing close genetic resemblance to a T-Rex. Strong in the Quads (4)
but weak in the Shoulders and Arms.
Lady Squidley – A fishlike alien who is also decently balanced, even among the Arms and
Lower Legs, of which she sports 2’s.

Setup:
Each player chooses their character of their choice (players cannot be the same character).
Each player then receives the maximum number of dice needed for this character (you can
choose Red or White dice, but it is suggested to keep your color uniform to avoid confusion
later in the game). Each player also receives a Score Sheet in order to keep track of their
muscle group strength and injuries.
The large d20 and two Injury Dice (the smaller d20 and d10) are shared communally by the
table, so they should be placed in the middle of play. All three card decks (Training Cards,
Boost Cards, and Bonus Cards) should then be shuffled. The Training Cards should also be
placed in the middle of the play, face-down, with the Boost Card deck nearby, also face-down.
The Bonus Card deck should be placed, face-down, off to the side until the end of the game.
Decide as a group whether or not to play a 10 turn game, 15 turn game, or a 20 turn game.
Roll the larger d20, each, to decide who goes first (largest number goes first).
Standard Play:
To begin play, take 3 of the Training Cards and put them face-up in the middle of the playing
area. These are now the designated workouts that the trainer has tasked your characters to
perform. On a given turn, you can choose to Roll to Build Strength, Roll to Brain Boost, or
Pass.
When rolling for muscle groups, players can roll their d6 dice in an attempt to collect these
cards, each with varying point totals.
• Single Muscle Group , Half Developed – Develop a single muscle group to its halfway
point. Worth 1 pt.
• Single Muscle Group , Fully Developed – Develop a single muscle group to its fully
developed point. Worth 2 pts.
• Two Muscle Groups, Half Developed – Develop two muscle groups to their half
developed points. Worth 2 pts.
• Two Muscle Groups, Fully Developed – Develop two muscle groups to their fully
developed points. Worth 4 pts.
• Three Muscle Groups, Half Developed – Develop three muscle groups to their half
developed points. Worth 3 pts.
• Three Muscle Groups, Fully Developed – Develop three muscle groups to their fully
developed points. Worth 6 pts.
• Balance – A special card. You must develop all muscle groups to within X amount of
their halfway points. So, if your group has a designated 3, you must be within + or – 3 of

that group’s halfway point. If it’s a designated 4, then it is + or – 4. And so on. Worth
10 pts.
Choose wisely of course, because once you develop a muscle group, you can’t un-develop it.
Muscle groups can stack up to higher programs (i.e. you can develop, say, your Quads in a
single program and then immediately continue on developing your Lower Legs to complete the
Legs Card). However, they cannot go backward (i.e. you cannot complete a grouped program
like Legs and then immediately complete a singular program, like Quads, claiming that they are
already complete).
So keep in mind when you’re choosing whether or not to jump for the fully developed cards
or wait and collect more halfway developed cards.
Injury:
If at a given turn, your accumulated strength in a muscle group goes higher than its Maximum
Strength Number, you must roll a d20 (use the larger blue one). You must roll equal to or
higher to a Safety Number, wherein:
Safety Number = 10 + The Difference Between Your Current Strength and Maximum Strength
If you hit this Safety Number, then you stay safe. If you do, great. You pushed past your body’s
limits, and you’re still ok and feeling good. If not, then you tear that muscle group. So, for
instance, if on your roll for your Stanley’s Chest, you hit 40, you must roll a 14 on the d20 roll in
order to avoid injury.
If you tear a muscle group, you lose 2 points. PLUS, any and all of your collected Training
Cards that feature said muscle group must be turned face-down in front of you. So, if you
tear your Shoulders and you are holding an Upper Body Halfway Point card (which features the
Shoulders, Arms, and Chest), you must discard it.
However, you can also Restore muscle groups, though this takes some time. After a delay of at
least a turn (to give your muscle group a chance to heal), you can begin physical therapy and
rebuild the injured muscle. To rebuild, you must roll dice and reach the same Safety Number
that you failed to hit in the first place. So, in the above example, the player playing as Stanley
would need to hit a 14 with these rolls.
You can’t, however, roll a single d20 for these rolls (like you did to avoid injury). It is more
complicated than that.. You must use the smaller, red Injury Dice as well as your own d6 Dice
in order to rebuild, wherein the number of dice you can roll correspond to the heaviness of the
torn muscle group:

Dice Number
1
2
3
4
6

Dice to Roll to Restore
d10
d10 + 1 d6
d20 + 1 d6
d20 + 2 d6
d20 + 3 d6

If you build up your Rebuild (designated in red pencil on the Score Sheet) to your Safety
Number, your Overall Muscle Strength in that group resets to 0. You also regain 1 point. If
you want to restore your turned-down Training Cards that utilize this muscle group, you must
rebuild its strength from the beginning. So, if you collected a Quads Halfway Card, but then
tore your Quads trying to reach the respective Developed Number, you must (a) restore your
Quads using the above table, and then (b) build up your Quad Strength again back to the
respective Half Number in order to restore that Training Card. It’s a lot, but unfortunately that’s
what injury does to you.
Brain Boosts:
Instead of rolling to build strength on your muscles, you can, on a given turn, choose to roll the
large d20 for your brain instead of your muscles. If you reach a 15, then your intelligence is
boosted and you can pick up a Boost Card from its face-down pile. Once you reach the 15, the
number resets and you must start from 0 to obtain your next Boost. These cards include:
• Protein Drink – Max out a muscle group
• Kneecap – Injure an opponent’s muscle group
• Protective Gear – Protect a muscle group of your choice
• Extra Time – Gain a turn
• Redo (x1 and x2) – Shrink a muscle group back to its halfway point to redo programs.
• Restoration – Restore an injured muscle, immediately, of your choice.
• Swap – Swap out 1, 2, or all of the Training Cards in the play for the next card(s) in the
Training Card deck.
• Brain Boost – In the future, you only have to get to 10 to get future brain boosts.
• Self-Care – You may change 1 die on a given roll
• Try Again – Reroll your dice if you want.
• Trainer’s Memory – Jumble the trainer’s memory and swap a Training Card with your
opponent (randomly selected by having your opponent hold their cards face-down and
then you choose).
Most of these Boost Cards act as an add-on to your current turn. So, you can thereby play a
Boost Card as well as taking your Standard Turn.
Strategy:
The numbers of the muscle groups are arranged in a way so that the median probabilities of
each group are balanced. However, with the larger dice groups come with higher risk, higher

reward, so pick your poison. If you go for a Training Card but get beaten out by an opponent,
you can begin Boosting in an attempt to shake things up. Or, Boost things right from the start.
The longer play goes on, the more prevalent it is to attempt to try and stack muscle groups and
play small at the start. For 10 turn games, sometimes there is only time to attempt 2 or 3
Training Cards in total, so going fast might be the best strategy. 15 turn games often involve
players maxing out categories and then feeling underutilized as more cards show up, so the
more optimal strategy is to go slow, or even pass some turns. 20 turn games end up heavily
utilizing the Brain Boost mechanic, so it might be prudent to start Boosting earlier rather than
later.
Bonus Cards and Winning:
At the end of the designated turn amount (10, 15, or 20), points are added up to declare the
winner. In addition, there are Bonus Cards that get added out at the end of play. The top three
Bonus Cards are selected from the deck and become incorporated into the final score (the
other three are discarded). The number of points awarded for these Bonus Cards corresponds
to the designated turn amount. For 10 turn games, Bonus Cards are worth 2 pts. For 15 turns,
3 pts. And for 20 turn games, they are worth 4 pts. The potential Bonus Cards as follows are:
• Living Dangerous – Awarded to the player who came the closest to a group’s Max
Number but didn’t go over (if two or more players tied at a number, this card is awarded
to the player who did this for the most muscle groups).
• Survived – Awarded to the player who survived the most d20 rolls, and therefore injury,
even though he/she went over the Maximum Number. If there is a tie, this is awarded
to the player who survived the hardest d20 roll.
• Smartest – Awarded to the player who collected the most Brain Boosts. There are no
tiebreakers here, so multiple players can win this card.
• Hardest Program – Awarded to the player who collected the hardest program Training
Card (a.k.a. the one worth the most points). If there is a tie, this card goes to the player
who won more of said numbered card. Otherwise, multiple players can win this award.
• Most Programs – Awarded to the player who collected the most program Training Cards
(a.k.a. the one with the most cards at the end of game). If there is a tie, this card goes
to the player who completed more lower-numbered cards. Otherwise, multiple players
can win this award.
• Perseverance – Awarded to the player who restored the most muscles after injury.
There are no tiebreakers in this category, so multiple players can win this award.
Players then add-up their Training Card points, Bonus Card points, as well as any current
negative penalties accumulated from injuring muscles. In the case of a tie, players can roll the
dice of their highest-numbered group for the tiebreaker (Kroply, Tyrus, Ohm, and Alarriah have
an advantage here).
The person with the most points wins. Have fun!

Price Analysis:
I think it would sell for $10.25. Dice games like Yahtzee are being sold for around $14, while
brand games with characters are being sold for $10-ish. This game has both of those draws, but
isn’t a brand. However, dice are currently being sold for around $3, so having enough sets of
these, plus costs of printing the cards and score sheets  would need to be around $10 in
order to make a profit. I’m guessing $10.25
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